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Finally, responsible drinking is everyone's responsibility.
Please never drink and drive. Thank you!
Amy xoxox

'

If you re interested in receiving more giveaways like this little book
as well other fun stuff and news about my upcoming releases

.

subscribe to my mailing list

'

.

It s easy and free and you can unsubscribe at any time

-

.

The first link below will take you to my sign up page

SIGN ME UP

www.amychanel.com/join-amy-chanel-16.html

Follow me!

www.facebook.com/RomancingAmy
www.twitter.com/RomancingAmy

Introduction
"Hardly did it appear, than from my mouth
it passed into my heart."
Guillaume Anfrey, abbé de Chaulieu, 1715, upon first tasting Champagne
Those immortal words of the abbé
de Chaulieu express exactly how I feel

. For me it was love at

about Champagne

. I pledged my troth on the spot.

first tipple

Like Marilyn Monroe once tried out

, legend is bathed in it. Champagne
is associated with wealth, exclusivity,
rarity - like diamonds. New Years’ Eve?
Royal Wedding? Christening a yacht? Win
the Grand Prix? From Royalty to poets,
Rap stars to race car drivers, it is the
choice lubricant of celebration.
herself

The bubbles whisper of the promise

. And I am head over heels.
Did you know...?
: The flat Champagne glass or 'coupe' is

of romance

said to have been inspired by the curve of

'

.

Champagne nor is it likely he would have

. In actuality, after

uttered the words

encountering bubbles in the wine he was

'

'

making in the abbey s cellars he wasn t at

. He was horrified! and spent
years trying to get the bubbles OUT.
He did finally relent (I, for one, am
elated he did) and not only embraced the
all pleased

bubbles but sought ways to make the

, going on to make

product better

.

important improvements to Champagne

?

So why quibble

The bubbles in the first Champagnes

’

. They were more
- the French termed them
'yeux de crapauds' or toads' eyes, and the
wine was murky and dark.
weren t fine and hissy
like swamp gas

But it was a series of tragedies that

a woman s breast

: Tsar Nicolas ll of Russia imported 1000s
. It was

of bottles of Champagne every year

one of his orders that shipwreck hunters
discovered at the bottom of the Baltic off

. One of those bottles a 1907 Heidsieck & Co "Monopole",
the coast of Finland

became the costliest Champagne in the

. It sold to a private collector for
$275,000 USD.
: Up until the Renaissance in Europe
(mid 1600s) the wines of the Champagne
region were ‘still’ (without bubbles). Then
world

came the age of Louis XlV they began to

.

changed the fate of Champagne and made

-

. At the heart
of the story are three women in particular,
whose husbands died - leaving them with
it the nose tickling toast I love

the responsibility of taking on and running

. None were overly

the family wineries

.

skilled in business nor in making wines
But what they all had in common was

. These women innovated what
came down to then new ‘technologies’ that
gumption

paved the way for future vintners to make

, scintillatingly crystalline
.

the beautiful

Champagnes we enjoy today

The first and most influential of the

sparkle

“Come quickly! I’m tasting stars!”
is a quote often said to have come from the

-

French Benedictine monk and cellar
master Dom Perignon

(1638 – 1715). The

legend goes that he cried out those five
words when he first tasted his brand new

.
, though, is that the

sparkling discovery
The fact

venerable monk neither invented

‘

’

-

widows or veuves was Barbe Nicole
Ponsardin Clicquot who invented a way to
turn the turbid Champagne as clear as

‘

’

crystal with a technique called remuage

. Later ‘Veuve’ Mme Louise
Pommery developed the first true 'brut' or
dry Champagne. And then Veuve Lilly
or riddling

Bollinger saved what survived of the

Ooh, you mad impetuous thing,

precious vine stock of the historic vines of

collection of my favorite Champagne

Champagne after they were nearly

recipes

. Lilly

. What they have in common,
besides the Champagne, is that they are a

decimated by an insect invasion

.

blending of ingredients designed to bring

grafted them with blight resistance vines

, a savvy businesswoman, she

Not only that

focus to the Champagne rather than cover

went after the support and official

it up

.

.

All recipes are for two

endorsement of the British Royal Family

Bollinger went on to be recognized as James

’

- not to
mention Edna and Patsy of ABFAB!

?

As with cooking

Bond s Champagne of choice

- because who

wants to drink alone

- well all things

- the better the ingredients the
better the result. For example I
really

All three widows went on to thrive in

,

the business taking their brand worldwide

-

often in clandestine forays across war torn

recommend using at least a French VS

.

cognac

: Rémy Martin.

My preference

running of their champagne houses after

, the recipes in this book
call for Champagne, there are no laws that
say you must use Champagne. And though

the deaths change the future of the

I draw a hard line at using nothing sweeter

.

Although

borders

'

'

The kickass veuves took on the

'

. LINK MOR HERE.

', I give you leave to choose a
good, dry 'sparkling wine' - something like
a Spanish cava, an Italian prosecco.
than a brut

champagne industry

‘If the champagne does not kill microbes,
moderate consumption enchants

Perhaps you would prefer to use a

, heart, mind and soul.’

Californian methode champenois

‘

the body

’. That

.

part is up to you

Then afterwards you can savor an

Champagne was prescribed

-

,a

un adulterated chilly flute of the good stuff

medicinally for Kings by their doctors

people

‘au naturel’ - or with clothes on if you
prefer - But sip it slowly & thoughtfully -

has been a shortage of champagne so severe

as as French author Colette would recom

habit that trickled down to the common

. In 1852, due to a poor harvest, there

'

.

-

mend you do

that The wine merchants are rationing

. To get two, one

, or be a lady in an
interesting condition’ (pregnant).[1]

-

Along the way you might notice blue

bottles to one per person

highlighted lettering and symbols like

needs a prescription

:-O.

Click them and they will take you to fun

,

Yet as skilled as the makers might be

, the

. If you

things and interesting facts

, let me know here

& with all the modern technology

encounter broken links

making Champagne is a volatile kind of

& I will fix them asap

.

. It has to be. Nature decides whether
[1]The Healing Power of Champagne
, watery,
By Tran Ky, François Drouard, Reginald
plagued by insects and mold or perfect. until
magic

the grape will be sweet and acidic

Duquesnoy

the cork pops and and sparkles over the

, one can only sit

brim of your Baccarat flute

.

back await the truth

This is not a little book exclusively

‘

’

about Champagne but rather a marriage of
ingredients that feature champagne as the

. I have compiled a small

leading lady

it's Champagne! - Miss Piggy

Feel free to share this with your friends

/

and or direct them to my website

.

where it can be downloaded

Champagne Cocktail
Sipped voraciously by chorus girls
& Gloria Swanson.
'Herbal, slightly sweet & zings with a touch of citrus.'
'

'

', it appeared as a cocktail in Jerry
Thomas' 1862 book 'The Bon-Vivant's Companion'. Thomas' recipe
included no cognac, an ingredient that it was believed first added
by Joseph Hayward, a Delaware barman who first recorded it in 1898.
Also known as Chorus Girl s Milk

, a recipe appears in a book by the Canadian adventurer and
gold seeker, William Perkins. Although the concoction he outlines is
for a larger batch, nonetheless it still calls for Champagne, white
Jamaican rum, sugar and something called 'sherry bitters', and called
it a 'Champagne Cocktail' and used as payment for the 'fine' of losing
a shooting contest. This was the Wild West of California and during
the Gold Rush, after all.
However

'
, when
"a third of a glass of brandy under the
Champagne and the Champagne cold as Valley Forge. Colder if you
can get it."
A version appears in Raymond Chandler s novel The Big Sleep
General Sternwood orders his

Equipment

2 champagne flutes

Ingredients

2 sugar cubes

'

Angostura or Peychaud s bitters
2 oz Cognac
8 oz chilled Champagne

, garnish

2 twists of lemon rind

Preparation

Place a sugar cube in each champagne flute

- not chilled: *see below.

. Pour 1 oz of cognac each &

Drop in 2 or 3 dashes of bitters per flute

.

top with Champagne

, don't stir. Just watch the tiny
bubbles stream up as you drink it down. This way you'll retain more
the flavor of the Champagne.
Unless you like things really sweet

*Bubble scientists (yup, its a real job) have discovered that pouring
champagne in a room-temperature glass will allow it to hold onto its
bubbles longer. I know I'M more effervescent when I'm warm. ;-)

‘Champagne cocktail would be(come) a favorite of sporting
gentleman … (and) with young ladies who had no fixed
bedtime .” David Wondrich

French 75
“(Champagne is) essential for seduction.”
~ Casanova ~
'A bombardment of citrus & a smack of crisp apple brandy
leveraging champagne to fire it off into your system.'
Legend has it that barman Harry MacElhone at the New York Bar in

. And though in his 1919 book, 'The ABCs of Mixing

Paris created it

', he himself gave credit to barman Pat MacGarry of the
, he later recanted that statement.

Cocktails

’

Buck s Club in London

, to this day Harry is still widely credited with having invented it in
1915. This cocktail reputedly had such a kick that drinking it felt like
being shelled with the powerful 75mm field gun, the mainstay of the
French artillery in WW1.
Yet

(1930). It was
, and was
ordered at Rick's Bar in the movie Casablanca (1942).
The French 75 appeared in The Savoy Cocktail Book

popularized in America at the Stork Club in New York

'

(Seventy Five).
(making it much more
French, oui?), I happen to like it that way best. Sub in gin if you like,
the way they drank it in Casablanca. Here's looking at you.
In France it s simply called a Soixante Quinze
Choosing to use calvados rather than gin

Equipment

2 collins glasses
cocktail shaker

Ingredients

/

1 1 2 oz calvados

(French apple brandy)
(see How-to section below)

1 tsp simple syrup

/

1 1 2 oz lemon juice
4 oz chilled Champagne

:

Garnish

, 1 maraschino cherry

1 slice orange

Preparation

. Shake well.

, combine the calvados, sugar,

In a shaker half filled with ice cubes
and lemon juice

Pour into a collins glass

.

(a tall narrow glass). Top with Champagne.

Garnish and serve

"The spirit springs in rockets, hearts suddenly open,
and the passion of our thoughts believe
in the pleasures of the universe.
O Champagne, o foaming source, be love now, be oblivion!"
by Ch. Grandmougin
~ 2nd prize in 1890 L’Academie Champenoise de la France poetry contest ~

Bellini
"The shortest distance between a man and a woman
is a glass of champagne," ~ Anonymous
'A gossamer tickle of bubbles in aromatic peach
nectar, blushing the color of a Venetian rose'
, founder

The Bellini was invented in the 1930s by Giuseppe Cipriani

'

, Italy. Purportedly he named the drink the

of Harry s Bar in Venice

Bellini because its unique pink color reminded him of the toga of a

-

saint in a painting by 15th century Venetian artist Giovanni

.'unparalleled rendering of color and light.' ( from artble.com)
'
... Humphrey Bogart. , a
favorite haunt of Ernest Hemingway, Sinclair Lewis and Orson
Welles. Later, it also became popular at the bar's New York
counterpart.
Bellini

Became popular at Harry s Bar in Venice

The original recipe called for white peaches and a hint of raspberry

. Because white peaches were only available
, Harry's Bar only offered Bellini when they were

juice to give it rosy glow
in season back then

.

ripe

, I've included raspberries and the
. However, if
you prefer to use Champagne instead, I say Cin-Cin, mon amour!
In keeping with the tradition

Italian sparkling wine Prosecco in place of Champagne

Equipment

2 Champagne flutes
Blender to puree

Ingredients

, freshly pureed peaches (white peaches if you
)
Prosecco, well-chilled
Ripe

can find them

Preparation

. Put only the flesh into the blender and whir
until pureed. You want a smooth consistency but but don't over do it.
Skin and pit the peaches

'

' - an irresistible craving
, then yellow peaches or
peach nectar can be substituted. But as with all things, search for
only the best quality, purest available.
If you find you have a desiderio irresistibile
and white peaches are nowhere to be found

:

Variation

'

'? - Would you like a Tintoretto?
With pomegranate juice & Prosecco. Can't find good peaches? Use
nectarines!
Ti piacerebbe un Tintoretto

!

Certo

"Olivia took comfort in the fact that there was a bottle of rather
expensive champagne perspiring alluringly in the ice bucket
next to the table." - excerpt: Spring Rush, by Amy Chanel

Mimosa
"(Champagne) gives you the impression
that every day is Sunday."
~ Marlena Dietrich

'

. A staple of Sunday brunches and Mother's
Day celebrations around the world. Also a kind and gentle 'hairof-the-dog' when you require one.
It couldn t be simpler

. But in
a story twist over in London, barman Pat McGarry (him again see French 75 page 7 that Frank stole it from ) at the Buck's Club
was pouring the same ingredients and calling it a Buck's Fizz.
Invented circa 1925 in the Hôtel Ritz Paris by Frank Meier

'

That the French version contains half the Champagne of Pat s and
that I prefer the name Frank gave it I am going to sit the fence

'

.

and call it a Mimosa and pour it like a Buck s Fizz

And if I can offer a suggestion should you want to add a little

, drizzle in an ounce of Cointreau. ;-)

more romance

Equipment

2 Champagne flutes

, approximately 3/4 cup
, well-chilled
Cointreau (optional, but desired. Thank me later.)

Ingredients

fresh squeezed orange juice

Champagne

Preparation

/

. Top with

Fill each flute 1 3 full with fresh squeezed orange juice

.

Champagne

"Champagne is the only wine that leaves a woman
more beautiful after drinking it."
Madame de Pompadour, mistress of King Louis XV (1721 - 1764)

Ginjeeni
"I don’t think I’ve ever drunk Champagne before breakfast before.
With breakfast on several occasions, but never before before.”
~ George Peppard, Breakfast at Tiffany’s, 1961
'Fire and ice with an aphrodisiac kick'
, warm, green zing. Sip between tongue-melted bites of
the Chocolate Champagne Truffle page 17. (Your tongue or someone
else's...)
This has a spicy

? French

Did you know that Champagne was once prescribed medically

'

king Louis XIV s personal physician advocated that he drink Champagne

. In the early 19th century it
was recommended for kidney stones & morning sickness. Oh, the crazy
French!
with every meal for the benefit of his health

, according to ancient Chinese medicine, long term use of
fresh ginger puts a person in contact with 'the spiritual advantages'. For
centuries ginger has been touted as an aphrodisiac, including
endorsements by the Greek pharmacologist and botanist Dioscorides,
merited a mention in Arabia’s A Thousand and One Nights, and at Italy’s
University of Salerno medical school prescribed that for a happy old age,
'eat ginger, and you will love and be loved as in your youth.'
As for ginger

, in the Middle Ages ginger was considered a cure for the
Black Death, even Henry Vlll recommended it as a remedy for the plague.
On top of all that

, this could be the perfect concoction for what ails you.
?

Perhaps then

What are you waiting for

Equipment

Ingredients

-

, chilled

2 over sized martini glasses

, well-chilled (* infuse your own see end)
simple syrup, a drizzle 'to taste'
Champagne, well-chilled
Garnish: twist of lime (or thin slice)
fresh grated ginger and lime zest, + sugar, in a saucer
2 oz ginger vodka

Preparation

, then turning them
upside-down into the sugar/ginger mix saucer to coat the rim, gently
shaking off the excess.
Run a slice of lime around the rim of each glass

To each of the chilled martini glasses add an ounce of ginger vodka & a

. Top with Champagne and give it a swirl to mix.

drizzle of simple syrup

"Whenever a champagne cork pops,
a woman starts laughing"
~ French gypsy proverb

Chambroise
"With our arms around each other and shall you be
my new romance? Shall we dance..."
~ Rodgers & Hammerstein

'You'll want to eat some dark chocolate while you bathe in it.'
'

You couldn t find a more beautiful and minimalistic liquid to tickle

. To me, this is glamour in a glass; a courtship of
'
- - ' (meaning 'water of

your tongue

Champagne and the French spirit called eau de vie

').

life

-

-

. It can take up to 15 lbs (6.8 kilos) of fruit to
make a small 12 oz bottle of an eau-de-vie.
In this pas de deux we are using Framboise which is a raspberry
infused sort of fruit brandy

'

-

But all that fruit doesn t come together to make a coma inducing

. Au contraire. All the sugar in the fruit gets consumed during the
fermentation process and disappears. What's left is pure essence, like
syrup

being surrounded by vats of perfectly ripe Parisian raspberries wafting

-

. Heaven.

their Rive Gauche redolent intensity up your nose

Swirl together a drop of that essence with Champagne and the result is

. A love potion really. G'wan. Ya know you

a sublime sparkling elixir

!

wanna try it

: The 'eau-de-vie' is a French digestif, clear in color
and NOT to be confused with the color-added, sweetened raspberry
liqueur of the same name! Look to ensure you are getting real 'eau-devie'. Learn about eau de vie here. LINK!
Important note here

Equipment

2 champagne flutes

'

Ingredients

'

2 oz Framboise eau de vie

, well-chilled

Champagne

fresh raspberries to garnish

Preparation

. Fill with

Pour Framboise in equal measures into each glass

. Plop in several fresh raspberries.

Champagne

!

Serve quickly

“Too much of anything is bad,
but too much Champagne is just right.”
Mark Twain, American humorist and novelist (1835 – 1910)

Champagne Mojito
:-O

Get Your Sparkle On, Yolanda!

''A brace of mint and lime mingled with the earthiness of
rum brought to a Mambo with Champagne.'
. But this version reminds me

A common mojito calls for club soda

: "If the aunt of the vicar has never
touched liquor, watch out when she finds the champagne." Sounds
more fun, no?
of a Rudyard Kipling quote

, this is the way Ernest Hemingway drank his.

And anyway

Equipment

.
(Larger glasses if you plan to use ice.)
wooden spoon or bartender's reamer, or mortar and

2 chilled champagne flutes or short tumblers

pestle

, canning jar or bowl

strong glass beaker
fine sieve

Ingredients

/

'

' (see 'How-to' section below)
, plus sprigs, for garnish

1 2 tbsp simple syrup

1 2 cup packed mint leaves

, cut into 8 wedges

2 fresh limes

-

2 3 ounces chilled white Cuban rum

, well-chilled
(OPTIONAL!)

Champagne
Ice
Preparation

'

'

' (a

In a glass beaker or bowl using a bartender s wooden reamer

'mortar and pestle' works fine too), 'muddle' or crush mint, simple
syrup, rum and lime together. Muddle well for most flavorful
results. **
. Top
with Champagne. Garnish with a pear slice & sprig of mint.
Strain through sieve pouring equal portions into each glass

** Note: As an option, the first step of muddling the mint, syrup,
rum and lime can be done ahead and refrigerated overnight to

are ready to serve, strain and top with Champagne.

. When you

allow the flavors to marry for more pungent minty ness

"The champagne had worked quickly and soft samba was
untangling a few more nerves. Its music was rhythmically
sensuous and she followed her impulse to dance."
~ excerpt from Amy Chanel's 'Summer Season'

Champagne au Poire
For when you want to be pear-shaped. ;-)

'Orchard-fresh pear vibrating energetically on your tongue.'
'

The taste of this one is green and crisp as if you d bitten into

.

an effervescent pear

'

', this cocktail includes an 'eau de vie' but
this time we are using Poire William (sometimes labeled Poires
William or Poire Williams) - think of them as like a French fruitinfused grappa. Learn about eau de vie here.
Like the Chamboise

-

-

Try to find a true eau de vie rather than a sugar and chemical

'

'.

created one only masquerading as Poire

, cleaner, more purely pear flavor look for a Poire
that has not been aged in wood. The wood-aged one will simply
make an earthier cocktail - which is also lovely! It simply comes
down to a matter of preference.
For a lighter

Equipment

Ingredients

2 chilled Champagne flutes

(see 'How-to' section below)
2-3 ounces well-chilled Poire William 'eau de vie'
Champagne,well-chilled
1 small, crisp pear, cut lengthwise and then into
thin slices, discarding the core and seeds.
1 tsp simple syrup

Preparation

To each of the chilled Champagne flutes add an ounce of Poire

, stirring to mix well. Top
with Champagne and swirl gently to mix. Garnish with a slice of
pear.
William & a drizzle of simple syrup

Perhaps nibble the rest of the pear with some goat cheese while

.

you sip

"One holds a bottle of red wine by the neck,
a woman by the waist,
and a bottle of Champagne by the derriere."
~ Mark Twain

Per Favore, Marcelo
"Francesca, I am going to make love all over you!"
~ from the movie, Under The Tuscan Sun

'A refreshing rather than puckery palate cleanser
that may convince you to skip the ravioli
& nibble Prosciutto between sips

.'

This is a simple and spritely concoction of Champagne and

. Limoncello is a vibrant yellow distillation of
, sugar and lemon rind, and when mingled with the
bubbly is pure Italian dolce vita!
limoncello
alcohol

Please

(per favore), Marcelo! I named this one in homage to the

actor who played Marcelo in the movie Under the Tuscan Sun

(Raol Bova, hubba-hubba!). A tall drink of bubbly that boy...
Equipment

Ingredients

2 chilled champagne flutes

, well-chilled
Champagne, well-chilled
2 lemon rind 'twists' or lemon wedges for garnish
1/8 cup sugar on a small plate or saucer for
dipping Champagne flutes.
grated zest of 1/2 a lemon for garnish (optional)

2 oz limoncello

Preparation

.
Run a wedge of lemon around rim of both champagne flutes.
Turn the flutes upside down and dip the rims into sugar/zest.
Gently shake off the excess.
Mix together the sugar and lemon zest and place in a saucer

. Top with
. Garnish with a lemon twist or a wedge.

Pour 1 ounce of limoncello into each flute
Champagne

... Once you're bored (?!?) with this version, the Italians have
also ingeniously invented Pistachiocello which is flavored with

!!!, Meloncello (canteloupe) and Fragoncello
(strawberry).
pistachios

"Drink your champagne, Oliviana, before it gets warm," he
said, snaking his hand up under her skirt.
~ excerpt from Amy Chanel's 'Summer Season'

Settanta Cinque
Il Dolce Far Niente
'The beauty of the basil, floral notes from the gin and
sweet citrus would also make an amazing Italian ice (sorbetto)'
This is adapted from a recipe called Settanta Cinque

-

(se-TAN-ta

) from a charming little book called
Storied Sips. Their link is below. This recipe is their Italian swing
on the French 75. I liked it so much.
CHING kway for 75 in Italian

"Slightly tart, undeniably refreshing and gorgeous in a glass."
~ Erica Duecy, author Storied Sips
Equipment

2 Tall tumblers or mason jars

'

wooden spoon or bartender s reamer

'

a bartender s cocktail shaker or similar with strainer

Ingredients

-

4 6 large basil leaves

, to taste (see 'How-to' at end

drizzle of simple syrup

)

of recipes
2 oz gin

-

1 oz fresh squeezed juice of ripe pink grapefruit

, Angostura or Peychaud's
Champagne, well-chilled (if you want to go full-on
Italiano use prosecco)
3 dashes of bitters

Ice

Preparation

, add the basil and sugar and
'muddle' (crush) together using a bartender's wooden 'reamer' or
wooden spoon. 'Muddle' well.
In the glass part of the shaker

, grapefruit juice and the
. Top with the stainer part of the shaker, seal, and shake
well. Strain equally into ice-filled glasses. Top with Champagne.
Fill the shaker with ice and pour in gin
bitters

.

Garnish with a basil leaf

!

Bellissimo

"There is no end. There is no beginning.
There is only the infinite passion of life."
~ Federico Fellini

Duchess W Punch
“Begin doing what you want to do now. We are not
living in eternity. We have only this moment, sparkling
like a star in our hand and melting like a snowflake...”
~ Francis Bacon, Sr.
. I think about
this every day. Writing is what I love. It makes me happy. It makes
me cry - mostly happy tears! I give thanks ever day that I have won
the lottery of life. This is one of my mantras:
What Francis Bacon said above is excellent counsel

~ I am so lucky, I am so fortunate, I am so blessed. ~
.I

The first book I ever wrote I did so with the Duchess of Winshaw

. She told me her story as we sat down over an ancient
Underwood typewriter, the kind with little round keys that, once
tapped, incited its long arms to punch out letters onto the page; like
this if you are interested. I still love the clickety-clack sound it makes
when the keys hit the page... But I digress.
was 9 or 10

'
' ;-), I've designed
- . If you want the party-for-10 punch bowl
version, multiply everything by 5 - or more. Sky's the limit!
Since the Duchess is always ready for her close up
a party for two punch here

Equipment

2 hurricane glasses
Mixing jar

Ingredients

1 oz simple syrup

(see 'How-to' section below)

2 oz lemon juice
1 oz brandy

-

1 oz medium dry sherry
drizzle Curaçao

(or sub Cointreau or Triple Sec if you like)

1 oz cranberry juice

, well-chilled

Champagne
ice

, mango, apple, kiwi, peach, berries

Fruits such as orange

Preparation

. Taste for

Stir lemon juice and sugar together until the sugar is dissolved

.

sweetness and pour into a large punch bowl

,

Add the block of ice and all remaining ingredients in the order listed

. Stir gently to mix. Decorate with fruit. Serve in 4-ounce

except the fruits

.

punch glasses

"Burgundy for kings, claret for gentlemen...champagne for Duchesses"
~ Anonymous French Proverb

Champagne Truffles
"And it *melts*, God forgive me, it melts ever so slowly
on your tongue, and tortures you with pleasure."
~ from the movie Chocolat
, I've added one more weensy little thing. Ok, it's not a cocktail
but it has Champagne! & Chocolate! Voluptuous. Have your way with
it ;-)
So

-

Equipment

Double boiler OR a saucepan and a heat proof bowl
that fits over the saucepan without touching bottom
Whisk
Chilled bowl

/

Ingredients

1 2 c Champagne at room temperature

-

**, chopped

400 g bar of high quality chocolate

/
1/4 c unsalted butter at room temperature
Garnish - cocoa powder, icing sugar, and/or
shredded/sliced blanched almonds.
1 4 c heavy cream

Preparation

Add water to the bottom part of a double boiler or the saucepan and

. We're aiming for the water to become
about 122F or 50C. Add cream and chocolate, stirring until melted.
heat up slowly but do NOT boil

-

Remove sauce pan from the heat and whisk in room temperature

.

Champagne

. at a time and whisk gently

Spoon in the butter 1 tbsp

.

until incorporated & smooth

.

Cover with plastic film and press it lightly in contact with the surface
Refrigerate until firm

(about 4 hrs).

. You may
. Try to handle it as little as possible or it
could become sticky and messy. If you feel the chocolate is too soft,
return to the fridge and chill a while longer.
Once firm scoop spoons of chocolate & form small balls
need to use your fingers

If it makes it to this stage

(hee hee)... roll as you like in cocoa powder,

. Place in airtight container and return to fridge
until ready to serve. Serve chilled.
icing sugar & almonds

.

Will keep in the refrigerator for up to 1 week

**your choice. If you use white, you might notice it looking 'curdled
during the melting with cream process. Persist. It will come together.

“I enjoy cooking with wine,
sometimes I even put it in the food I'm cooking.”
~ Julia Child

Sabayon au Champagne
That's Amore!

, here's one more.... but if I don't stop adding recipes soon I'll
have to start another book!
Ok

, as it's called in France, is a version of the Italian dessert
'Zabaglione' (also Zabaione). But because this contains
Champagne I defer to the French term for it.
Sabayon

, the Italian version contains no heavy cream, but heck, we're
'
!

Also

going all the way here so let s live it up

Before I had ever made sabayon myself I was very intimidated by

. I had only seen dessert chefs make it in the kitchens where
. But in truth, it is very simple. Try it.

it

worked as a waiter

, in small mouthfuls, letting it lolly-gag on

Eat with a dainty spoon

your tongue while imbibing Champagne in the way French
author Colette

(1873-1954) recommended:

"Champagne is not be drunk, it is tasted.
It mustn’t be swallowed greedily. One should savor it slowly in
narrow glasses, in well-spaced, thoughtful sips."

Equipment

'

'

, or dessert glasses
-

2 Champagne coupes or flats

Double boiler OR a saucepan & heat proof bowl

that fits over saucepan without touching bottom
Whisk
Chilled bowl
Candy thermometer

Ingredients

(optional, but useful)

, whisked

3 large egg yolks

/
/
1/2 c heavy cream, well-chilled
1 pint berries:
raspberries/blueberries/blackberries, etc
1 4 c sugar

1 3 c Champagne

"I think careful cooking is love, don't you?
The loveliest thing you can cook for someone who's
close to you is about as nice a Valentine as you can give."
~ Julia Child

Preparation

Add water to the bottom part of a double boiler or the saucepan

. If the water is too hot the

and heat up slowly but do NOT boil

. We're aiming for the water to

custard will end up grainy

: 190F
. A candy thermometer comes in hand here. The key is to
keep stirring! The only advice I have for making of it is that you
become just under boiling temperature but NEVER boiling
or 90C

ought to be CONSTANTLY whisking whenever the sabayon is on

.

the stove

, First whisk the

In the top of the double boiler or the saucepan

. Pour the Champagne into the double boiler
and add sugar, salt. Whisk to mix, slowly drizzle in egg yolks
while continually whisking until thickened - about 5-7 minutes.
You are after a runny mayonnaise consistency. When it coats the
sides of a spoon you have it right.
egg yolks together

, whisking every few
minutes or so until cool - room temperature at least. The egg
mixture will thicken as it cools.
Remove from the heat and set aside

, beat the heavy cream until it forms firm
peaks. Return to fridge.
In your chilled bowl

, fold the cream gently into the cooled egg mixture
until just blended. Refrigerate until chilled, at least 1 hour.
When ready

.

Serve spooned into champagne coupes or pretty dessert glasses

. ;-) Garnish with a sugar or

Top with a tumble of berries

.

chocolate wafer

: If you tried the Chambroise recipe on page 11, you might

TIP

want to short the champagne in this a teensy bit and sub in a

-

-

. I suggest no more than 1/2 ounce.

drop of Framboise eau de vie

"Life's enchanted cup sparkles near the brim."
~ Lord Byron

How-to, etc...
Simple Syrup
....

There is a reason its called simple syrup

Equipment

small sauce pan

Ingredients

1 cup granulated sugar
1 cup water

Preparation

. Bring to a low boil,

In a medium saucepan combine sugar and water

, until sugar has dissolved. Allow to cool. Store in a lidded
. Well keep well for months in the fridge.

stirring

glass container

Ginger-Infused Vodka
Equipment

1

Ingredients

1

⁄

- 1L or 1 quart, sealable glass container
- 26 oz/750 ml bottle vodka
, diced

1 2 cup fresh ginger

Preparation

Combine the vodka and diced ginger root in a clean

. (Reserve the vodka bottle for storing the

glass container and seal

.)

infused vodka later

, dark place for at least 3 days, shaking occasionally.
After 3 days, through a fine sieve over a funnel, strain the vodka back
into the original bottle or lidded container of your choice. Discard the
ginger.
Store in a cool

-

The ginger infused vodka will keep in the fridge for about to 1

. For longer, store in freezer.

month

"Sweetie darling, what are you drinking?"
"Bolli stoli, darling.”
~ from Absolutely Fabulous
'

.

There s no mystery here

Equipment

Ingredients

2 Chilled Champagne flutes

Bollinger Champagne
Stolichnya vodka

Preparation

Mix

= Bolli-Stoli, Darling.

Now go watch ABFAB

Did you enjoy this little book? Let me know!
:

Connect with me here

.
.
/
amy@amychanel.com

.

www amychanel com connect html

Did you sign up to my mailing list yet?
If you would like to receive advance notice about new releases & be put in the loop
for giveaways, such as my soon-to-launch publication,
Romancing Amy Quarterly, and the debut of my
new series of short reads set in Raven Harbor...
Simply click: SIGN ME UP below. You'll be sent
to a page where all you'll need to do is enter
your contact info into the boxes & subscribe.
You'll be automatically added to my mailing list.
I respect your privacy ad will never spam.
(You can unsubscribe at any time)
Easy AND Free! xox Amy

SIGN ME UP!
Coming Soon
Raven Harbor Lane
Short Reads

Raven Harbor Novels
by Amy Chanel

amychanel.com
facebook.com/RomancingAmy
twitter.com/RomancingAmy

Champagne quotes à-go-go
"I drink it when I'm happy and when I'm sad.
Sometimes, I drink it when I'm alone. When I have company I
consider it obligatory.
I trifle with it if I'm not hungry and
drink it if I am; Otherwise I never touch it - unless I'm thirsty."
~ Madame Lilly Bollinger, one of the "grande dames" of French champagne (1884-1977)
“Hey, did you ever try dunking a potato chip in Champagne? It’s real crazy!”
~ Marilyn Monroe, The Seven Year Itch
“There comes a time in every woman’s life when the only thing that helps is
a glass of champagne.” ~ Bette Davis, Old Acquaintance:
“My dear girl, there are some things that just aren’t done, such as drinking
Dom Perignon ’53 above the temperature of 38 degrees Fahrenheit.”
~ James Bond
"He who doesn't risk never gets to drink champagne."
~ An old Russian proverb.
"Pleasure without Champagne is purely artificial." ~ Oscar Wilde
"If people ask me when I began to dance, I reply, In my mother’s womb, probably as a
result of the oysters and champagne, the food of Aphrodite.” - ~ Isadora Duncan, dancer
“Lili, a sizzler at the Fol-de-Rol. A figure like Champagne and a heart like the cork.”
~ Pontiac, Scene of the Crime, 1949 film
"So we came to the Ritz Hotel and the Ritz Hotel is devine [sic]. Because when a girl
can sit in a delightful bar and have delicious champagne cocktails

, I think it is devine."

and look at all the important French people in Paris
Lorelei Lee

(Marilyn Monroe): ~ from Gentleman Prefer Blondes

“Champagne offers a minimum of alcohol and a maximum of companionship.”
~ David Niven
“How is Champagne made? By sheer genius, sir, sheer genius!”
~ Conversation at White’s Club, London
“Alas, I am dying beyond my means.”
~ Oscar Wilde, as he sipped champagne on his deathbed

The best last word award goes to...
"Two warm bodies and one cold bottle of Champagne will produce something
more wonderful than would happen without the Champagne."
Helen Gurley Brown, editor in chief Cosmopolitan magazine
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